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Welcome to the 2nd IBRA Newsletter
Exactly 115 days to go until the International Stamp Exhibition IBRA 2023 opens its doors in Essen, Germany. The IBRA organising
committee continues to work at full throttle and with great commitment. The circle of people involved in the preparations for IBRA is getting
bigger and bigger, the number of topics is getting broader and broader, and the time is getting shorter and shorter. It is clear to many, but in
many places the final details are still missing. Anyone who regularly visits the IBRA homepage will notice that something is happening with
IBRA.

We would like to report on some of the highlights of IBRA in this newsletter.
And very important: book your accommodation now and plan your trip to Essen. There are only a little more than 100 days left - then IBRA
will open its doors.

Your IBRA organising committee

Legends of German Philately
 

https://t5759fed2.emailsys1a.net/mailing/76/6337885/0/02da98ada7/index.html


At IBRA, selected top items of German philately will be on display in the "treasure chamber". These include: the only known first day cover
of the "Black One", the Bavarian 1 Kr. stamp of 1 November 1849, the legendary "Baden misprint" 9 Kr. on cover, which was printed on
green instead of pink paper (only one other cover and one piece of cover are known of this one) and last but not least the only complete
sheet of the "Saxony Three", Germany's second stamp, still in existence.

Also unique is the "Bordeaux letter" - the only known one with the blue and orange-red Mauritius Post Office stamp of 1847.

More at ibra2023.de/en/ibra-news-09-01-2023-ibra-2023-with-legends-of-german-philately/

At the "ZENTRUM PHILATELIE" the "history of German philately" is the 'centre'!
 

The "Centre of Philately" at IBRA is the contact point for all those interested in learning about the benefits and services of the German
philatelic associations. The Bund Deutscher Philatelisten e.V. (BDPh) will present itself there, as will the Deutsche Philatelisten-Jugend
(DPhJ), the Bundesverband des Deutschen Briefmarkenhandels (APHV) and the Bund Deutscher Briefmarken-Versteigerer (BDB). An
additional BDPh advisory stand in this Philately Centre will offer valuable information on collector protection and counterfeit detection. A
special treat is the special show "German Philately: Yesterday - Today". It provides a retrospective of the development of philately in
Germany since 1858.

More at ibra2023.de/en/ibra-news-09-01-2023-ibra-2023-in-the-centre-philately-the-history-of-german-philately-is-the-centre/
and ibra2023.de/en/ibra-news-09-01-2023-ibra-2023-literature-reading-area-with-special-show-chronicle-of-german-philately/

IBRA 2023 with a record number of international trade!
 

At this year's 33rd Stamp Fair, which will be co-located with the IBRA 2023 World Exhibition, more than 100 dealers and 22 postal
administrations will present a worldwide spectrum on nearly 4,000 sqm.

A list of all participating dealers can be found here: 
ibra2023.de/en/messe-en/haendlerverzeichnis-en/

More at ibra2023.de/en/ibra-news-20-01-2023-ibra-2023-with-a-record-number-of-international-trade/

Essen is always worth a visit - Deutsche Post issues a special stamp on the Zollverein
Coal Mine Industrial Complex in Essen on 05.01.2023
 

Available from Deutsche Post since 05.01.2023: the special-issue stamp "Zeche Zollverein" in the "Sights in Germany" series. The
Zollverein colliery is an icon of industrial culture in the Ruhr region and the special-issue stamp is the first of three stamps that Deutsche
Post will issue this year on topics related to Essen and the IBRA.
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More at: ibra2023.de/en/ibra-news-09-01-2023-essen-ist-immer-eine-reise-wert-die-deutsche-post-gibt-am-05-01-2023-eine-sondermarke-
zur-zeche-zollverein-in-essen-heraus/

Fit4IBRA: Success at IBRA with BDPh online seminars
 

For many exhibitors, IBRA is a unique opportunity. A world exhibition close by. To enable exhibitors to prepare themselves optimally, the
BDPh is organising an online seminar series as well as a face-to-face seminar. The first events have already taken place. If you missed
one, you can easily download the previous seminars and lecture documents. The upcoming seminars and registration links are also listed
here:

More at www.bdph.de/index.php?id=85
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